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Non-Fiction:

Girl, stop apologizing : a shame-free plan for
embracing and achieving your goals 
by Rachel Hollis  
 
The best-selling author of Girl, Wash Your Face and founder of
TheChicSite.com urges women to stop feeling self-conscious about their
ambitions and to start pursuing their dreams with confidence, outlining
specific behaviors that promote moving forward

Team of vipers : my 500 extraordinary days in
the Trump White House 
by Cliff Sims  
 
Offers a first-hand account of the author's time in the Trump White
House, discussing the infighting and leaking he witnessed first-hand and
his role in the president's successes and disasters

Devotions : the selected poems of Mary Oliver 
by Mary Oliver  
 
The Pulitzer Prize-winning poet offers a carefully curated selection of
her definitive writings in a volume spanning more than five decades of
her esteemed literary career. By the author of Felicity.

The threat : how the FBI protects America in
the age of terror and Trump 
by Andrew McCabe  
 
The former deputy director of the FBI details how law enforcement
battles terror threats, Russian crime and attacks by the White House
itself on the U.S. Constitution.
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Frederick Douglass : prophet of freedom 
by David W Blight  
 
"The definitive, dramatic biography of the most important African-
American of the nineteenth century: Frederick Douglass, the escaped
slave who became the greatest orator of his day and one of the leading
abolitionists and writers of the era. As a youngman Frederick Douglass
(1818-1895) escaped from slavery in Baltimore, Maryland. He was
fortunate to have been taught to read by his slave owner mistress, and
he would go on to become one of the major literary figures of his time.
He wrote three versions of his autobiography over the course of his
lifetime and published his own newspaper. His very existence gave the
lie to slave owners: with dignity and great intelligence he bore witness
to the brutality of slavery. Initially mentored by William Lloyd Garrison,
Douglass spoke widely, often to large crowds, using his own story to
condemn slavery. He broke with Garrison to become a political
abolitionist, a Republican, and eventually a Lincoln supporter. By the
Civil War and during Reconstruction, Douglassbecame the most famed
and widely travelled orator in the nation. He denounced the premature
end of Reconstruction and the emerging Jim Crow era. In his unique
and eloquent voice, written and spoken, Douglass was a fierce critic of
the United States as well as a radical patriot. He sometimes argued
politically with younger African-Americans, but he never forsook either
the Republican party or the cause of black civil and political rights. In
this remarkable biography, David Blight has drawn on new information
held in a private collection that few other historian have consulted, as
well as recently discovered issues of Douglass's newspapers. Blight tells
the fascinating story of Douglass's two marriages and his complex
extended family. Douglass was not only an astonishing man of words,
but a thinker steeped in Biblical story and theology. There has not been
a major biography of Douglass in a quarter century. David Blight's
Frederick Douglass affords this important American the distinguished
biography he deserves"

My love story 
by Tina Turner  
 
The rock & roll legend examines her illustrious career and complicated
personal life, from her darkest hours to her happiest moments

Every day is extra 
by John Kerry  
 
John Kerry tells the story of his life—from son of a diplomat to
decorated Vietnam veteran, five-term United States senator, 2004
Democratic presidential nominee and secretary of state for four years.
Simultaneous.

Heartland : a memoir of working hard and
being broke in the richest country on Earth 
by Sarah Smarsh  
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Traces the author's turbulent childhood on a Kansas farm in the 1980s
and 1990s to reveal her firsthand experiences with cyclical poverty and
the corrosive impact of intergenerational poverty on individuals,
families and communities. A first book.

Ninety-nine glimpses of Princess Margaret 
by Craig Brown  
 
The best-selling author of Hello Goodbye Hello shares a portrait of the
sister of Elizabeth II that draws on eclectic sources to explore her
controversial relationships, the contradictory aspects attributed to her
character and the tragedies that overshadowed her life

The fabulous Bouvier sisters : the tragic and
glamorous lives of Jackie and Lee 
by Sam Kashner  
 
Draws on candid interviews with Jackie Kennedy Onassis' sister, Lee, to
share dramatic insights into the complicated relationship the two
shared, discussing their artistic interests and the rivalries that
complicated their bond. By the New York Times best-selling authors of
Furious Love. 100,000 first printing

Betty Ford : First Lady, women's advocate,
survivor, trailblazer 
by Lisa McCubbin  
 
The #1 New York Times best-selling co-author of Five Presidents and
Mrs. Kennedy and Me presents a biography of Betty Ford, the
groundbreaking, candid and resilient First Lady and wife of President
Gerald Ford

Dreyer's English : an utterly correct guide to
clarity and style 
by Benjamin Dreyer  
 
A witty, authoritative guide to writing by the leading Twitter language
guru and veteran Random House copy chief shares playful lessons on
better writing that cover usage questions ranging from the series
comma to split infinitives.
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Women rowing North : navigating life's currents
and flourishing as we age 
by Mary Bray Pipher  
 
The best-selling author of Reviving Ophelia presents a guide to wisdom,
authenticity and bliss for women as they age, exploring how the myriad
roles and challenges of women can help promote balance and a
transcendent sense of well-being

How to think like a horse [electronic resource]
: the essential handbook for understanding why
horses do what they do 
by Cherry Hill  
 
Book Annotation

For Horse-crazy Girls Only : Everything You
Want to Know About Horses 
by Christina Wilsdon  
 
Written in conjunction with Breyer, a comprehensive and fully
illustrated guide to everything one needs to know about horses covers
breeds, body parts and quirks as well as suggestions for horse-themed
parties, horse-based careers, and movies and books starring horses.
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